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About This Game

An Intense Cyberpunk Rpg On the Red Planet!

Mars War Logs takes you to Mars, nearly a century after the cataclysm that threw the planet and its colonists into chaos. Water
has become the most precious resource on the arid red planet, with a few companies fighting a perpetual war for its control.

In the middle of this struggle, play as Roy, a renegade with multiple talents who finds himself dragged in an epic story where
every choice counts. Develop your character and your combat style by choosing among many skills and perks: melee, ranged

combat, stealth, or the devastating Technomants powers.

Craft armors and weapons, recruit companions to help you in your quest, and plunge in a thrilling adventure offering a huge
variety of quests. In dynamic, real-time combat, face formidable opponents and the most fearsome creatures of Mars. The fate

of all colonies of Mars now lies in your hands…
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Title: Mars: War Logs
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Spiders
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:WINDOWS XP SP3/WINDOWS VISTA SP2/WINDOWS 7/WINDOWS 8

Processor:AMD/INTEL DUAL-CORE 2.2 GHZ

Memory:2048 MB RAM

Graphics:512 MB 100% DIRECTX 9 AND SHADERS 4.0 COMPATIBLE

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:3 GB HD space

Sound:DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE

Additional:INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR THE GAME ACTIVATION

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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I had too much fun with this game. It's kind of rough around the edges and the surroundings look literally the same throughout
the whole game, nevertheless the story is quite engaging. The combat is enjoyable even though a bit frustrating at times. I also
really appreciate the game doesn't give you the blatant good\/bad crap; some of the choices or moral dilemmas are truly grey and
show that really there's no ''good'' in war. Though somewhat I managed to remain neutral and get a good ending even though I
made my share of ''questionable'' choices...

Anyway, definitely recommend buying this one if you see it on sale.. Great bugman simulator

I really feel like a war criminal running from an oppressive ancap martian government. Overall
7\/10

I would love to see more of the world they created.

I enjoyed this game but felt they could have flushed it out a little more,
The game play is fun and I like the skill tree and how it's designed.

They could have done better in regards to how characters interact,
It was hard to tell if I was getting anywhere or not when trying to romance, it would have been nice to give orders to your ally.

The story and world where good but I did't feel as immersed as I had hoped, I would really like to see this world again in the
future.
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